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MEMBERSHIP
Although we continue to feel the effects of our
diminishing (and aging) membership; we are
delighted to welcome the following three new
members, Scott Cunningham, Aaron Cunningham
and Colin Carati. We’re all conscious of the need for
fresher and younger new blood to help maintain
enthusiasm and keep the MAAA operating as it
should.

VALE OUR PATRON
We lost our Patron of 25
years Air Vice Marshal J.C.
(Sam) Jordan AM RAAF
(Ret’d) (1923 – 2018) in
July this year. I attended
‘Sam’s’ memorial service
thanks to help from the
MAAA and delivered one of
three eulogies. This service
was conducted with full
military honours and was
carried out with great care
and respect. More details
on page 7.
HONORARY LIFE MEMBER
At the AGM in August your Mossie Association
elected an outstanding new Honorary Life Member.
His achievements within the historic aircraft
restoration field go beyond the example he has set to
our members, and in fact, beyond national
boundaries. He has become the pre-eminent world
leader in the restoration of Mosquito aircraft; he is
Glyn Powell from Drury, New Zealand.
Glyn joins a notable list of Life Members:
Allan Davies (dec) – Founder of the MAAA, Honorary
Secretary and Treasurer from 1992 -1999; WW2
pilot 87 Squadron RAAF who flew A52600 on
reconnaissance sorties over islands north of
Australia.
Cyril J. “Sam” Jordan (dec)– Patron of the MAAA
from 1992 – 2018, WW2 Navigator 87 Squadron
RAAF.
Robert Stevens – Honorary Secretary and Treasurer
from 1999 - current date.
More details on page 3.

With an average turn up of six or seven people, our
active volunteers continue to provide a welcome
bright spot every first and third Sunday and every
Wednesday of each month at the Restoration
Hangar at the RAAF Museum. A positive sign that
this is the primary focus of our Association. Progress
on the restoration of former No 87 (PR) Squadron
Mossie A52-600 continues to be satisfying if slow,
which is to be expected with the detailed nature of
the tasks – you can certainly see where all
volunteers have been.
.

Work on the fuselage is showing significant progress,
particularly the restoration of an entire section aft of
the cockpit. Continuing progress is evident in
cataloguing various restored parts, and work on main
landing gear assemblies, pilot’s seat and tailwheel
assembly components. Less evident are the
continual updates taking place on our electronic
database; this has become a model of how to digitise
drawings, photographs, manuals and other data in
an easy-to-use format right on the hangar floor. All
hardware and much of the software is MAAAsupplied.
Continued over page.
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President’s Log continued.

In the meantime, members and active volunteers of
the MAAA remain an essential part of the RAAF
Museum’s restorations program. Special thanks go
to our active volunteers: well done, your efforts are
greatly appreciated (especially
when
the
temperature in the Restoration Hangar reaches a
maximum of 10 degrees!).

“Wednesday Warriors”
Photo - Pat Dulhunty
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Terry Burke, President - MAAA

These dedicated volunteers can be found every Wednesday
in the restoration hanger working on the wooden
components of the A52-600.
Left to Right; Juhari Dikin, Russell Garraway, Geoff Belletty.
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“Glyn Powell defied the odds and

Glyn Powell QSM (NZ)

built his own Mosquito airframe
factory. Sir Geoffrey de Havilland
would undoubtedly have approved.”
(Gary Bridger NZ 2012)

Pictured are the first two flying Mosquitos from Glyn’s airframe factory.
KA114, a FB26 completed in 2012 and TV959, a T Mk III completed in 2016.
(Photos by Classic Aircraft Photography prior to departure to US.)
Continued over page.
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Glyn Powell QSM (NZ)

Continued from page 3.

After the KA114 and the TV959 Glyn and his team have
completed two more Mosquito airframes. PZ474, a FB.VI which
Avspecs are currently completing for flight late in 2018 and
Glyn’s own Mosquito NZ2308, a T Mk43, which will then be
completed by Avspecs for flight in about 2020.
In July 2018 The Mosquito Pathfinders Trust (UK),
announced they have selected Glyn’s Australian built T43
Mosquito NZ2308 and it is anticipated that the NZ2308 will
be completed by Avspecs in about two years and then
shipped to the UK where it will be based at Duxford. The
Trust has the support of the Mosquito Museum at Salisbury
Hall, London Colney and has John de Havilland as one of
its directors.
This is wonderful news given the esteemed company Glyn’s
Mosquito will have in the Duxford museum, on the flight line
and the accompanying flypasts.
Glyn was an electrician by trade and had no building or cabinet
making experience. He built model aeroplanes as a youngster
and was always interested in aviation. He flew as a hobby,
obtained a commercial pilot’s licence, towed gliders and flew
Harvards and Herons. He still owns a Cessna 185 with his
Grandson and another partner. Glyn is now in his 80s and no
longer flies himself. When his beloved wife Elizabeth passed
away, Glyn was looking for a hobby to keep him occupied.
Glyn commenced his journey in 1989 when he joined a group of
Auckland enthusiasts who wanted to rebuild a Mosquito to
airworthy status. When the shear enormity of the task became
obvious to the others, they walked away but Glyn decided to
continue on his own. He purchased the remains of the ex
RNZAF Mosquito NZ2308 as his project aircraft. He chose
NZ2308 over others as it was a dual control trainer.
At his own expense, Glyn went around the world looking at
Mosquitos wherever he could find them, also searching for
drawings and parts. BAC refused to provide him with the official
DH drawings for litigation reasons. He eventually obtained 8000
drawings on microfilm from the Smithsonian in Washington USA.
To give you some idea of his shear determination, Glyn spent
three months solid cataloguing all the drawings first by hand and
later on computer! He later obtained hard copies of drawings
from DH Australia plus others from the De Havilland Museum at
Colney and around the world.
He collected Mosquito parts from Australia and NZ, storing them
in sheds and containers on his property in Drury, south of
Auckland. At the time, nobody believed it was possible to rebuild
a Mosquito due to its unique wooden construction and no
drawings existed for any of the fuselage moulds, wing jigs and
multitudes of templates. Glyn says today ‘Well they were nearly

right!’ Glyn’s biggest challenge was the building of the fuselage
moulds, a task that took him five years to complete. He
managed to obtain the support of master boat builder Chris
McMullen who taught Glyn how to ‘loft’ the fuselage moulds in
Chris’s workshop in Auckland. Glyn later built his own shed in
Drury where he completed the moulds. The moulds were
enormously complicated to build and with remarkable foresight,
Glyn built them so any variant of Mosquito fuselage can be
made.
After a ‘test’ fuselage was made off the moulds, Avspecs at
Ardmore gained the interest of US enthusiast Jerry Yagen to
restore an airworthy Mosquito. The remains of a Canadian
Mosquito KA114 was purchased and the project gave Glyn the
funding to build the remaining jigs and templates to build a
complete Mosquito airframe. KA114 eventually flew in
September 2012. Since then Glyn and Avspecs have restored a
T3 Mosquito TV959 and a third, PZ474 is scheduled to be
completed later this year.
Glyn’s own Mosquito NZ2308 has been restored as funds
permitted and now around 50% complete. He is also building a
fuselage for a Mosquito used to test the ‘Highball bouncing
bomb’ and later sent to the RAAF. There is no firm buyer for this
Mosquito as yet, yours if you want it!!!!!
Glyn’s achievements of building a Mosquito airframe factory in
his own shed must rank as one of the greatest ever in aviation
restoration history. He received a Queen Services Medal (QSM)
from the NZ Governor General for services to historical aviation
restoration. Glyn is a very quiet and humble man who shuns the
limelight and never blows his own trumpet. When asked if he
ever thought the whole thing was too hard he replied ‘When I
start something I finish it’ and whenever somebody said it
couldn’t be done he replied ‘We will see about that' and later
added ‘If it’s been done before, it must be able to be done
again!’
New Zealand has a proud history of ordinary people doing
extraordinary things with a minimum of funding and resources.
People like Richard Pearce, who built an aircraft capable of flight
before the Wright Brothers in 1903, motor cyclist Burt Munro,
Bruce McLaren founder of the McLaren racing team and more
recently Team New Zealand, who outsmarted the Americans to
reclaim the Americas Cup last year. (Editor: John Britten,
founder of Britten Motorcycling & Bill Hamilton, who developed
the modern jetboat could also be included.) Glyn Powell QSM
can rightfully claim to be up with all of them as the man who
single handily defied the odds and built from scratch an
airworthy Mosquito airframe factory in his own shed.
With many thanks to Gary Bridger, 2018 NZ, for the history of
Glyn’s extraordinary career.
Continued over page.
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25th

Glyn in front of his Mosquito NZ2308
in his Drury airframe shed.

Glyn working on the wind spar and jig.

Glyn contemplating the latest
Mosquito fuselage halves made from
the fuselage moulds (2).
(c/o G Bridger)
The two completed fuselage mould
halves in Glyn’s Drury airframe shed
C.2007.
Continued over page.
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Glyn’s Drury airframe shed 2012, birth place of remanufactured de Havilland Mosquitos, one of the most
famous aircraft of all times. (c/o T Burke)

Glyn received a Queen Services Medal (QSM) from the
NZ Governor General for services to historical aviation
restoration. (c/o G Bridger)

Mosquito
THE AUSSIE MOSSIE

Glyn Powell in Mosquito KA 114 navigator’s
seat, flown by Dave Phillip, enjoying the fruits of
his labours and the exhilaration of one of the
most famous aircraft of all times. (c/o G Bridger)
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Mission Completed - Tributes
Air Vice Marshal J.C. (Sam) Jordan AO RAAF - 1923 -2018
John (Sam) Cyril Jordan OA, founder and Patron of the
Mosquito Aircraft Association of Australia. Sam completed
his navigational training with No5 OTU and was posted to
87 PR Squadron in January 1945. Following the war’s end,
Sam served with Survey Flight. After a period of service
with the RAF, Sam returned and spent another 2 years with
87 Squadron, completing some 1002 hours in Mosquito
aircraft. Sam completed his distinguished service with the
RAAF in 1978, and in recognition was appointed an Officer
in the Order of Australia.
The funeral service for our Patron Air Vice Marshal John
Cyril (Sam) Jordan AO RAAF (Ret’d) was held at St
Joseph’s Catholic Church, Tweed Heads NSW at 12:00
Tuesday 10 July 2018. With about 40 – 50 people present,
it was a service with full military honours (which I hadn’t
seen before) and was dignified, caring and respectful – truly
a fitting tribute to a fallen comrade. It was conducted by
Monsignor Peter O’Keefe, (see copies of the Order of
Service and Les Fisher’s eulogy attached). Former Chief of
Air Force Air Marshal Les Fisher AO RAAF (Ret’d)
delivered his eulogy which contained a full history of Sam’s
career from school days to post – RAAF activities. I learned
a lot more about the man, both from his and Sam’s niece
Kay Clark’s deliveries. One of the snippets was “Where did
his nick name ‘Sam’ come from?” When he arrived at 87
Squadron, the CO was confused by the five Johns among
the crews, and demanded that nicknames to separate them
were required. That’s when John Cyril became Sam. Kay
spoke about Sam’s family life, and of his activities within the

local community, RSL and
Legacy among them.
My eulogy concentrated on
Sam’s operational career,
particularly on Mossies with
87 Squadron, both during
and after WW2. When the
Mosquito Aircraft Association
of Australia was formed in
1992 with the aim of helping with the restoration of former
87 Squadron Mosquito PR Mk XVI aircraft A52-600, Sam
became not only a foundation member but also the
association’s Patron.
Many of the civilians present at the ceremony were exservicemen and women, most proudly wearing their service
medals. The bearer party were serving members from
RAAF Amberley, and their discipline, care and attention to
detail were exemplary.
Sam’s coffin was draped with the RAAF flag and topped
with a wreath, his medals and awards and a much-loved
photo of him in uniform. Before carrying out the coffin, the
bearer party folded the flag, presented it to the WOD in
charge of the party, who in turn presented it to AM Fisher.
He handed it over to Kay Clark, saying that it was a gift
from a grateful country.
The burial was mainly a family affair at the Tweed Heads
Lawn Cemetery. I am pleased and honoured to have
attended the funeral service.
From the Committee and Members of the Aussie Mossies,
Rest in peace Sam Jordan.
Terry Burke, President
At the time of Sam’s burial,13:30 Tuesday 10 July current owner
of Coomalie Creek
airfield Richard Luxton
lit a flare at the
threshold of Runway
17, to guide Sam
Jordan home.

Successful members of the No 4 Photographic Reconnaissance Course.
(L to R) PO J.C. ‘Sam’ Jordan, FO G.C. ‘Col’ Henry, PO Frank A. Haymes and SL F.J.
Gillespie. No 5 OTU RAAF, Williamtown, NSW, 23 Nov 1944. In the background is one
of the five UK built Mk III T dual control DH98 Mosquitos. (c/o David Vincent)
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(More details about
Sam Jordan and his
RAAF service can be found in a previous Bulletin #64,
published in Oct 2012.)
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Mission Completed - Tributes
Allan Beavis, Flying Officer, DFM, 1925 - 2018
Allan was born in Avoca, Victoria, in Feb 1925, the second
youngest in a family of 8 children, 4 brothers and 3 sisters.
Allan was educated at Maryborough High School and was
a student teacher at School No 4 Avoca from Feb 1942
until the time of his enlistment in the RAAF in May 1943.
He did his initial training at Bradfield Park, followed by a
navigation course at Mt Gambier then bomb and gunnery
course at Port Pirie.
Allan embarked on the SS Mariposa for the UK via the
Panama Canal and New York. In the UK, Allan was
posted to 608 Squadron, RAF Norfolk flying Mosquitos as
Navigator with an English pilot, John Morton, as part of
the Pathfinder Group known as the Light Night Striking
Force. They flew mostly night raids, 25 over Berlin with
others over Duisberg, Munich and Stuttgart. The bomb
load was 4 x 500lb bombs until late in war when they
received modified Mosquito aircraft which could carry a
4000lb 'Cookie' blast bomb.
Allan completed 55 sorties of which 25 were on Berlin.
Allan was awarded the Distinguished Flying medal and his
pilot a DFC for one of their two daylight missions where
they took over a lead bomber. (You can view and hear
Allan talking about this sortie on a video held by Temora
Aviation Museum -TAM2016.124.)

Allan Beavis, May 2015 lunch with 40 veterans, Caulfield RSL.
(c/o Website Somethingverybig.com )

In Oct 1945 he embarked for Australia on the MV Stirling
Castle and on the Jan 1946 he received his discharge and
returned to Avoca in time for his 21st birthday.
Post war, Allan completed a 4 year Pharmacy course and
married Gladys Olson. In 1952 they moved to Geelong
where children Gail and Graeme were born. Allan
conducted his pharmacy business in Chilwell Geelong for
27 years then did locum work until 1997.

Air crew posing with the 4000lb 'Cookie' blast bomb, dropped on the Baltic port
of Keil. The Keil raid, by 608 Squadron, based at Downham Market, Norfolk
was the last of the war. (c/o www.telegraph.co.uk/news/)
Allan Beavis in uniform, C.1944.
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Mission Completed - Tributes
Keith Chew, Leading Aircraftsman. 1924 - 2018
In 1942, Keith Malcolm Chew enlisted with the RAAF. Keith undertook
his rooky training at Bradfield. Then followed a number of training
courses: engineering at 1ES (engineering school) Brunswick Technical
School Melbourne; flight riggers at the Showgrounds Ascot Vale
Melbourne; servicing on Wirraways at the Flying school in Deniliquin
NSW; and finally a Fitter 2A course at the showgrounds Ascot Vale
Melbourne.
Late in 1943, Keith was posted to Survey Flight, based at Lowood Qld,
65 km west of Brisbane, maintaining Vultee Vengeance (A27), Bristol
Beauforts (A9), Lockheed Hudsons (A16), Avro Ansons (A4) & Gypsy
Moth (A7).
In September 1944, a detachment was sent to NT attached to the
recently formed 87 Photographic Reconnaissance Squadron at
Coomalie Creek NT, to carry out military survey work around Darwin.
The attachment consisted of Hudson A16-47 and 5 crew. Skipper FltLt
“Nobby” Clark, navigator FO Tom Steele, photographer LAC Jack
Newbiggin and two LACs, Keith Chew and Cec Fitzhenry. In October a
second Hudson A16-130 and crew was also attached to 87 Squadron.

On 23 July 1945, A15-47
piloted by FtLt L E H “Nobby”
Clarke, was last heard of
near Rockhampton and was
declared Missing In Action
(MIA), thought to have
crashed into Shoalwater Bay
near Akens Island. They had
taken off from Lowood
Airfield at 8:41am on an
inspection flight bound for
Keith Chew at time of enlistment, 1942.
Bowen Airfield with four
passengers on board: SL
Pilcher, SL Griffen, LAC Chiverton and LAC Nielsen. (Keith often
recalled this tragedy when discussing his war service.)
Before Keith’s discharge in 1946, he spent some time in Canberra
preparing hangers for the arrival of 87 Squadron Mosquitos from
Coomalie Creek NT via Parkes NSW.

Whilst stationed at Coomalie Creek, Keith assisted Cec Fitzhenry with
camera installations and maintenance of the Hudsons. In addition,
Keith involved himself with 87 Squadron maintenance crew servicing
the Wirraway and Mosquitos A52-2 & A52-6. (A52-4 was lost the
previous month). These were the first operational de Havilland
Mosquitos in Australia. These Australian made Mark 40 FB Mosquitos
A52-2, 4 & 6, were all modified for reconnaissance work.
Late in December, the detachment flew back to Lowood. Over the
following months, Keith undertook maintenance and 240 hourly
inspections on Survey Flight Lockheed Hudsons, and when required
travelled around Australia with Survey Flight to help with
reconnaissance camera operations and aircraft maintenance. Many of
these operations were skippered by FtLt “Nobby” Clark in A16-47,
visiting such places as Alice Springs, Mount Eba Station, Port Lincoln,
Woomera and Mallala in SA.

Lockheed Hudson A16-47, parked at end on Coomalie Creek
runway. 1944. c/o David Vincent
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LAC Keith Chew in front of his tent at Coomalie Creek.
Note the bomb casing hanging at front. 1944. c/o K Chew

Aerial view of Coomalie Creek runway looking south with Mosquitos
and Lockheed Hudson parked on aprons. 1944 c/o R Vassie
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Mission Completed - Tributes
Malcolm “Mac” Skinner, Flying Officer, 1925 - 2018
Mac Skinner completed his Navigators Bomb Aimers course at 3
A.O.S. Port Pirie, S.A. on 26th May 1944, receiving his Observer's
Wing and a commission as Pilot Officer. He was drafted to travel to
England, to fly with the RAF. After pre-embarkation leave, as no
transport was immediately available, he joined 71 Squadron at Coffs
Harbour, NSW. for three weeks, doing coastal patrols in Avro Ansons.
Eventually at the end of July, 1944, he travelled to England- (Brisbane,
San Francisco, New York, Greenock) to join the RAAF Staging Unit at
Brighton. He was then given the option of going straight Navigator or
straight Bomb Aimer, both on heavy Bombers or going as Navigator/
Bomber Aimer which would probably be on Mosquitos. While he was at
Port Pirie, he saw his first Mosquito, when Black Jack Walker flew in
from Western Australia, and took off the next morning with a bit of a
display. Mac has been rapt with Mosquitos from that day. He took the
option to remain as a Navigator/Bomb Aimer and after doing Advanced
Flying Unit, Operational Training Unit. Mosquito Conversation Unit and
Pathfinder Training Unit he was eventually posted to 105 Squadron at
Bourn ( nine miles out from Cambridge). 105 Squadron used a top
secret system, called Oboe for accurate bombing and target marking.
His pilot was a New Zealander – Flt. Lt. David Young. At 2:26 on the
morning of Mac's 20th birthday, 21st April 1945 in Mosquito "A" of 105
Squadron he released 4 x 500 M.C. bombs on Alexandreplatz (a large
public square and transport hub), in the centre of Berlin, from a height
of 28,000 feet, using "Oboe" for a computed error of 50 yards. It
transpired that these were the last RAF bombs to be dropped on Berlin
and Mac has a certificate, signed by Bourn's Intelligence Officer
confirming this. Later on that day Russian troops were in the streets of
Berlin, which negated any further bombing. The reason that these
bombs were the last, was that just prior to take off, the Mosquito
scheduled to be used developed an engine fault which necessitated a
change to Mosquito "A", with a delay of about 20 minutes, by which
time a cold front had moved in and to avoid icing on the wings, they
flew out at 30,000 feet dropping to 28,000 feet for the 10 minute run
into the target.
Flt Lt Young and FO Skinner
competed two more operations
together in the last weeks of the
war and all in Mosquitos.
Schleissheim airfield on 23/24
April and Husum airfield near
Kiel on 2/3 May 1945, the last by
Bomber Command operation of
the war. This last raid included
125 Mosquitos, bombing in two
waves, making use of the
sophisticated "Oboe"
THE AUSSIE MOSSIE

Malcolm "Mac" Skinner at his Southport home looking at his log book entry that
shows he dropped the last RAF bomb on Berlin in WWII on his 20th birthday on
April 21 1945. (c/o Glenn Hampson The Gold Coast Bulletin April 20 2015)

navigational aid. This prompted Mac to check his Log Book, which
showed that they bombed Husum airfield Keil, dropping a 4,000 lb
"cookie" bomb.
On 30 May they took a Mosquito on a “Cook’s tour” around major
German cities, viewing from the air the devastation caused by Bomber
Command.
Mac was later posted to Administration at RAAF Holding Unit at
Gamston and finally returned to Australia in early January 1946, and re
-joined the staff of Bank of New South Wales, two months before his
21st birthday.

Aerial photograph showing the devastation of Berlin and a low level Mosquito
and its shadow. The camouflaged Mosquito has been highlighted as it is barely
visible against the building background.
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A Short History of Aerial Photography - Part One
By Peter W Lewis, BSc, MAusIMM, MAAA
Dedicated to all the gallant photographic reconnaissance flyers of World War One and World War Two.
We will remember them.

From Industrial Revolution to Industrial War
We begin this story 100 years
ago in northern France, 25th
September 1918. It is another
typical grey and chilly day here
at this time of the year. The
grim killing fields and trenchlines of the Somme Valley are
rapidly
disappearing
and
becoming green fields and
forests below the wings of a
flying machine piloted by
Captain Lawrence Wackett, a
flight leader of 3 Squadron,
Lt. L. J. Wackett,
Australian Flying Corps (later
Australian Flying Corps. C1916
to become Wing Commander
Point Cook, Vic. (AWM)
Sir Lawrence J. Wackett,
KBE, DFC, AFC, RAAF, and
the founder in 1936 of the Commonwealth Aircraft
Corporation, Fisherman’s Bend Vic., designer of the first
Australian built aircraft, the CAC Wirraway).
Captain Wackett has recently arrived in France from the
Middle East, already with a reputation for innovative
tactics, to join the legendary 3 Sqn. AFC. Today he is at
the controls of one of the finest, most modern fighter
aircraft available on the Western Front, the Bristol F2B
Fighter, known to all as the “BrisFit”. Powered by the
massive Rolls Royce Falcon III aero-engine, liquid cooled
V12, 867cu.in. (14.2Lt) and with 275hp providing the
BrisFit with a top speed of 123mph (197kmph) (“Bloody
marvellous”). On this day Captain Wackett will need all of
that horsepower and speed from his mighty and modern
machine to safely survive the mission he has taken on.
Because today he is going to take photographs in an area
that few Allied machines have gone to and survived. He is
flying to the Hindenburg Line, the vast, deep defensive
lines of the Germans located in this sector 10km north of
the town of St. Quentin. Captain Wackett’s aircraft is
already getting a lot of attention from German small arms
gunfire but at 500 feet above ground level and at the

speed he is flying he is hoping that any larger anti-aircraft
artillery will not have time to range on him accurately.

Wackett's Aviator's Certificate (National Library of Australia)

However, the small arms gunfire is becoming a constant
rattle and a hail of bullets is flying about him unseen, but
deadly if one of the gunners got lucky. But this mission
has to be attempted; the “Old Man” has personally
requested these pictures and Wackett has set himself for
the task.

1918 Bristol F2B fighter photographed at Old Warden in UK, July 2018. It is the only
surviving airworthy example of this type which served with RAF post WW1.

Continued over page.
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3 Sqn AFC was mustered at Pt. Cook, Vic. on 19th
September 1916 under the command of Major D.V.J.
Blake and was the first AFC squadron to arrive in the
European theatre of war (1, 2 and 4 squadrons were all
despatched to the Middle East to support the actions of
The Australian Light Horse Regiment in Palestine,
although 4 Sqn AFC later relocated to France). 3 Sqn.
arrived in England in December 1916 and completed
some months of training before deploying to France with
three flights of six each of the Royal Aircraft Factory built
Re8 machines, with the task of reconnaissance and
ground support, arriving on active service in September
1917 and soon after becoming attached to the newly
formed Australian Army Corps. The 3 Sqn. pilots and
ground crews, confident in their tasks and their aircraft,
the Re8, widely and affectionately referred to as the
“Harry Tate”, immediately set about establishing their
reputation for accurate reconnaissance and between
January and March 1918 gathered 1300 aerial
photographs for intelligence purposes.

The RAAF museums Royal Aircraft Factory RE.8 (A4267), an airworthy replica built
by The Vintage Aviator in New Zealand. During WW1 the AFC operated 135 R.E.8
two-seat reconnaissance and bomber aircraft in operational and training roles in the
Middle East and on the Western Front.

This was critically important but dangerous work as it
always required missions to be flown over enemy territory
often at low altitude and on a steady course to get
worthwhile pictures. The pilots of 3 Sqn. looked,
occasionally enviously, at their brothers and cousins in 4
Sqn. AFC who were re-equipped in December 1917 with
THE AUSSIE MOSSIE

the deadly Sopwith Camel fighter aircraft, a killing
machine with twin Vickers machineguns firing straight
ahead synchronised with the propeller. 4 Sqn were given
the role of hunting and destroying enemy machines in the
air and on the ground. (Australia’s top ace of the war,
Captain Harry Cobby, DSO, DFC and two Bars, flew with
4 Sqn.)
Early in 1918 the Germans relocated vast numbers of
troops and materiel from their eastern front to the
Western Front and on March 21st the German High
Command launched Operation Michael, a massive attack
through the Somme to take the city of Amiens and if
possible advance to the English Channel. The aim was to
divide the French forces in the south from the British in
northern France and Flanders ending the war before the
United States could deliver the manpower and military
potential she possessed. The frontline rapidly crumbled in
the face of the overwhelming German attack. Two
divisions of the recently created (November 1917)
Australian Army Corps (bringing all five Australian infantry
divisions together under one command for the first time)
were rushed in to plug the hole in the frontline around the
village of Villers Bretonneux near the Somme River. This
was the furthest point to the west that the German army
reached in the March Offensive and they were stopped
there by the Australians. (“N’oublions jamais l’Australie” –
Do Not Forget Australia is still written in every classroom
of the town school).
In June the 3rd Australian Division commander Major
General John Monash, a Melburnian and professional
soldier with a background in engineering and artillery,
was promoted and placed in command of the Australian
Corps with the specific task of mounting a counter attack
against the Germans now dug in on the Somme River
and in the hills near the village of Hamel a few miles east
of Villers Bretonneux. 3 Sqn AFC was relocated in June
to the village of Poulainville west of Hamel and carried out
photographic missions prior to and during the attack.
Some 90,000 individual prints were taken in a frenetic
period of activity. Later in his memoirs General Monash
stated that the “contact aeroplane” was invaluable in
providing “rapid and reliable information as to the
progress of our front line troops”. (Sir John Monash “The
Australian Victories in France 1918”, published in 1920).
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It is a matter of history that the Australian Army Corps
victories in those counter attacks at Hamel, then Amiens
on the 8th August (later described as the start of the
“100 Days Campaign” which ended the war and which
General Ludendorff called “the black day of the German
Army”), Chuignes, Mont St. Quentin, Peronne and
dozens of other villages and locations, turned the tide of
the war in France in favour of the allies. General
Rawlinson, commander of the British 4th Army,
described the actions at the great bend of the Somme
River and the Australian advances on Mont St. Quentin
and Peronne, as “the finest single feat of the war”.

Lieutenant General Sir John Monash, one of Australia's most distinguished
soldiers (AWM A02697)

By September Lieutenant General Monash (who had
been knighted in the field by King George V himself
immediately after the successful Amiens battle) was
tired. He had been on active service continuously since
1914 as had many of the Australian troops (an allvolunteer army) under his command. They had driven
the Germans back during July, August and September
1918 winning the stunning victories at Mont St Quentin
and Peronne.
But by late September only three
Australian Divisions (3rd and 5th with 2nd in reserve)
were in any way capable of pushing on to take the
Hindenburg Line.
Monash’s depleted forces (his
battalions by now averaged only 300 men each) were
reinforced by two US divisions, the 27th and 30th, but
this was of mixed assistance as the Americans had no
THE AUSSIE MOSSIE

battle experience and no understanding of the
successful Australian infantry battle tactics which had
served so well in the campaigns of 1918. Monash could
see an end to this dreadful costly war and he asked his
commanders and troops for one more final effort to
break the Germans at the Hindenburg Line.
While Monash was confident that his troops would once
again respond what worried him most was his lack of
intelligence about the layout of German defences before
and around the Riqueval Canal (a deep man made boat
canal in front of the Hindenburg Line, near the town of
Bellicourt and running from the village of St. Quentin to
Cambrai in the north) and indeed what the much
vaunted German defensive line even looked like! So he
called on 3 Sqn once again to be his eyes. Wackett
knew that this would be an extremely dangerous task so
in typical manner he took it himself. There is no record
of who if anyone flew with Wackett that day as observer
and photographer but we can safely assume that he
might have been feeling rather nervous, but with every
confidence in the skills and leadership of the 22 year old
Wackett.
As Wackett flew onwards to the north east he was
probably not thinking much about the essentials for
successful aerial photographic reconnaissance as, by
this time, we can see that all the ingredients had been
established and were in place; by trial and error in the
rigours of wartime “needs must!”; a stable, powerful,
soundly built aircraft, capable of flying fast and straight
with a camera which, while looking like nothing we
would recognise today, had an excellent lens, a timer
and shutter release mechanism, a diaphragm for
controlling the amount of light entering, an adjustable
focal length and reliable light sensitive photographic
paper inside a light-sealed box usually with a view finder
and the whole thing portable by hand or fixed to the
aircraft.
How did we get to this position so quickly at the
climactic end of a world war? After all, humans had
barely even started to experiment with powered flight
only a decade or so before in clumsy machines that
were more reminiscent of the box kite design of the
Australian inventor Lawrence Hargreaves! To answer
that question we need to go back into the past again,
back even before the industrial revolution.
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It is not necessary or even possible here to record the
development of black and white photography of the type
in use in 1918, books have been written on that, but
some short history is needed to provide some context.
Long before scientists thought of the possibility of
capturing permanent images other than by hand drawing
them, the terms “camera” (from the Latin for a room or
chamber) and photography (from the Greek “photos” –
light, and “graphos” – drawing, “drawing with light”) were
in use with the “Camera Obscura”. It was discovered
very early on, maybe about the year 1500 or so, that a
dark box or even a dark room with a pinhole in one side
allows an image from the lighted outside to be projected,
albeit inverted, through the pinhole on to a background
inside the dark box. This technique was used by early
artists such as Johannes Vermeer, to draw and paint
astoundingly accurate portraits and pictures for the time.
Later during the Industrial Revolution when physics and
chemistry became science rather than “metaphysick”
and “alchemy”, scientists, through a remarkable series of
intuitive and experimental advances in the early, middle
and late1800s developed the basics of modern black
and white photography as known and in use by the early
20th Century. Lenses, focus, aperture, shutter, speed,
a light proof box, light sensitive emulsions of silver
halides capable of capturing images on glass or later on
celluloid, developers, fixers, photographic papers,
negatives and positives. Physics and chemistry
combined to produce photography as we know it.
But from the very beginning of photography it has
always been the photographers and their desire to
capture images that have driven technical developments
in photography, in the studio, on the ground and in the
air. In the 1860s it seems that every soldier in the U.S.
Civil War, from drummer boy to general officer, visited a
studio in uniform to have their portrait permanently
captured using the then modern glass plate wet
emulsion “collodion” process.
Hauntingly accurate
images captured of men preparing for war and likely
death. But, as the collodion process required rapid
development of the image in the dark room before the
emulsion dried out, it was the photographer Matthew
Brady who mounted a dark room on a wagon and went
to the battle field to record the images of the carnage,
destruction and death in that terrible conflict that still
exist today. It seems that photography is always the
fellow traveller with war (or more broadly human conflict)
THE AUSSIE MOSSIE

the photographer’s desire is to record and report using
the best technology available.

Group of photographers standing next to wagons with their camera,
circa 1861-1865

The earliest surviving aerial photograph was taken from
a balloon suspended above the city of Boston in 1860,
although a French balloon pioneer, Gaspar Tournachon,
known as “Nadar”, had also tried the same in 1858 in
France, but none of his pictures survived. However after
the development of dry plate technology which replaced
the Collodion process Nadar successfully made photos
from a freely flying balloon over Paris in 1879. Various
attempts and experiments in balloon and kite aerial
photography were attempted in the next decades with
improvements in photographic technology such as using
various kinds of shutter release mechanisms and higher
shutter speeds to reduce motion blurring. Some of the
cameras sent aloft by balloons and kites were wildly
experimental such as the 22kg monster used to
photograph San Francisco after the 1906 earthquake,
capturing panoramic images on a curved glass plate
negative 122cm wide!
Meanwhile the Professional
Aerial Photographers Association website comments
that in 1903 a German scientist Julius Neubranner
designed a tiny camera which was mounted to the
breast of a pigeon for the purposes of aerial
photography. This was deemed so successful that in
1909 a Pigeon Corps was commenced in the German
army. Sadly for the future success of the Bavarian
Pigeon Corps, in the same year 1909 the first aerial
photography from an aeroplane was done by Wilbur
Wright, carrying a photographer and a moving film
camera in a flying machine of his design, in Italy! (He
was trying to sell aircraft to the Italian military).
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In those few years leading up to the outbreak of war the
French and German militaries recognised the
importance of powered aircraft for reconnaissance
purposes with both sides starting dedicated “scout”
squadrons. The Germans had also mounted a Goerz
camera to an aircraft with practical results in 1913.

A co-pilot using a pistol-grip camera.

Most British experimentation was concentrated on
mounting cameras to dirigibles, thought to be a more
stable platform and capable of lifting the heavier glass
plate cameras which were still in use at that time. It was
from photographs taken vertically from a dirigible by
Frederick Laws, a professional soldier who had
transferred to the Royal Flying Corps in 1912, qualifying
as an air mechanic 1st class, to pursue his interest in
aerial photography (later Group Captain Frederick Laws
CB, CBE) who made prints with a 60% overlap which
when viewed side by side with a stereoscope gave the
perception of a three dimensional image. This was a
significant
technological
breakthrough.
(Stereoscopy, when two offset images are viewed
separately by the left and right eyes through a
viewer are combined by the optics in our eyes and
are presented to the brain as a 3D image, had been
known about for decades). Laws then went on to
take similar photos from Bleriot and Farman aircraft
and helped form the first aerial reconnaissance unit
of British fixed wing aircraft which became No. 3
Sqn. RFC equipped with the Royal Aircraft Factory
Be2 aircraft.
None of the combatants at the start of the war had
any particular advantage in aerial photography
although France was more advanced in aeronautics
THE AUSSIE MOSSIE

and in mounting cameras on their aircraft while the
Germans had some technical advantages in camera
technology, particularly in lens production.
Early
scouting and reconnaissance was frequently made
using hand drawn images and maps. Developments
were rapid and the use of aerial photography soon
became an essential component of planning and
command in this conflict. Aerial scouting by fixed wing
aircraft and balloons rapidly led to attempts by
opponents to interfere with that activity and aerial
combat of many different sorts soon developed.
Reconnaissance aircraft were driven higher by gunfire
from the ground and from “fighter” scouts whose sole
purpose was to bring down enemy reconnaissance
scouts and balloons. Scouting operations climbed
higher to the 5000m to 6000m level which required
heating of both aircrews and cameras and also the
rapid development of longer focal length cameras. By
1916 all sides had dedicated reconnaissance and
photographic squadrons, such as No. 3 Sqn AFC.
Captain Wackett completed his mission successfully
making numerous runs over the Hindenburg Line and
returned with the intelligence that General Monash (the
“Old Man”) had requested (and with 80 bullet holes in
his aircraft). The defensive line was actually three
separate lines, each a well defended system of
trenches and obstacles and planning was commenced
for a major attack on the 29th September. The attack
would commence where the canal disappeared
underground into a tunnel beneath the hill near the town
of Bellicourt where the major part of the enemy
defences were concentrated.

A team of WWI aerial photographers and their cameras.
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The attack on the 29th was successful after hard fighting
and the way was open to attack the less heavily
defended second and third lines. The pace of attack
continued into October and by the 3rd the final line had
been breached and by the 5th October the Australians
had broken clear 10 km beyond the Hindenburg line
taking the town of Montbrehain. The Hindenburg Line had
clearly been defeated and “on the 5th October, Prince
Max of Baden representing the German Government took
the first steps to request an Armistice”. (Quoted from “The
Monash War Diaries” www.monash4fieldmarshal.org.au/1918.php)

Five Victoria Crosses were awarded to AIF soldiers
between 18/9/1918 and 5/10/18. Field Marshall
Montgomery, British supreme commander in World War
Two, wrote “I would name Sir John Monash as the best
general on the western front in Europe”

A reconnaissance aircraft, flying over Compeign Sector, France ca. 1918. Note
the zig-zag patterns of defensive trenches in the fields below.

This was the Australian Army Corps final battle and after six months of constant action without relief, the exhausted
survivors were withdrawn from the front lines for rest. The AFC squadrons however maintained their war efforts
continuously to the 10th November, the day before fighting stopped. The front went quiet at last and the survivors
allowed themselves a moment to think about the future again. Aerial photography had been established as a science
and a craft in war but did it have a future in the peace to come? That will be answered in Part 2 in the next bulletin.

Peter Lewis

Aerial reconnaissance camera of 1916. An observer of the Royal Flying Corps in a Royal Aircraft factory BE 2c reconnaissance
aircraft demonstrates a C type reconnaissance camera fixed to the side of the fuselage, 1916. (c/o IWM UK)
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Restoration News - A52 600
Work has continued de-skinning the outer layers of
timber ply, spruce and balsa to remove the old failed
glue on the Mossie fuselage upper surface by the
Wednesday team.
New outer ply has been
successfully re-installed to the fuselage both sides
forward from bulkhead #4, around the dingy hatch up
to the rear of the cockpit opening. W ork has started
on the lower outer sections of the starboard and port
sides of the fuselage. Temporary Internal stiffening
has been installed so that the fuselage strength can
cope with the strapping.

Fuselage side showing section of outer skin (ply and balsa wood) removed ready for
new material to be re-glued into place.

A beautiful mounting case has been provided by the
RAAF Museum to display the fuselage/tail/tail wheel
structure of possibly an ex RAF ‘Highball’ mosquito
in ‘as found’ condition. This is a MAAA initiative
generously supported by the RAAF Museum.

Glass sided mounting case with degraded ‘As found’ Mossie tail section installation on
show in restoration hanger.
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Similarly, repairs are continuing on reconstructing
the missing 1/3 lower end of the trailing antenna,
which had also been cut off to allow access to a hard
point to support the fuselage. As the material that
the original antenna is made of is no longer
available, the missing lower half of the antenna is
being constructed out of two pieces of ash timber cut
to the required length as shown on the drawings and
carefully shaped and sanded to the correct profile.
A replacement has been found amongst the museum
collection of aircraft parts for the missing antenna
wire drum and long length of antenna wire. Great job
by the museum’s collections staff finding the
components!

Antenna wire drum located by the museum staff..

Restoration of the pilot’s seat is continuing. A small
area of corroded metal has been removed from the
seat box and replaced with new metal to be re riveted in place. A new arm rest support tube has
been fabricated to replace the damaged original one.
Kyle, Terry and museum staff are progressing the
work.

Pilots seat being dismantled for cleaning and painting.
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Work by Peter and Eddie finding, cataloguing and
assessing restoration of both main undercarriage
assembly’s components is continuing.
Restoration of tank straps that support the fuel
tanks in the bomb bay area have been completed by
Pat, Ron Gretton and Bob Tomlin. Pat and David
have been searching for associated components for
cataloguing and restoration.

Original elevator being dismantled for cleaning and painting.

Completed tanks straps and fittings

Work continues on the ‘in-house’ restoration of the
tail wheel mud guard, it’s support structure and the
port and starboard elevators and their control
components by Ron Gretton, Bob Tomlin, Pat and
David.
Assembly of re-manufactured elevator components (previously at Richmond)

Ongoing cataloguing of the contents of the Mosquito
storage racking by David and the MAAA team and
clean up/reconfiguring by Bob of our major
computer parts data inventory.
“Safe W orking”, and thanks for your continued
effort.
Ron Gillis - August 2018
Restoration Coordinator
Tail wheel mudguard and elevator control equipment
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Coomalie News
Richard Luxton has now owned the former RAAF Base
Coomalie Creek for more than 40 years.
Highlights of this year’s “Victory in the Pacific “ fly-in held
on the 12th & 13th August are as follows:

The largest crowd so far attended the Memorial Service
at the 31 Squadron replica Chapel at Coomalie on
Sunday 13th August 2018. With the Chapel full, there
were more people standing outside than inside.

Large numbers flew in on Saturday. Nick Bellfield had
his Harvard there to perform an aerobatic display among
many other arrivals.
Barry Sandford in his Cessna 206 took five members of
Pilot Officer Malcolm Taylor’s family members on a flight
over Anson Bay, the crash site of a 31 Squadron
Beaufighter in which he was navigator. No sign of the
three crew members or the aircraft itself (which was on a
gunnery exercise) were ever found.

The Darwin City Brass Band ensemble of eleven
musicians provided the musical accompaniment at the
service, and also the bugler for the Last Post and
Reveille. It was a very satisfying gathering to celebrate
the coming of peace.

The gathering at Party Central (near the threshold of
Runway 17) were entertained by The Fettlers folk group,
also by Singer Marc Smith – all most appreciated.
Janet Wilson, mounted on a pure-bred Waler ‘Revellie’
recited “Clancy of the Overflow”. “Reliable information”
has it that the last of the merry makers departed the
bonfire site just after the port ran out at about 05:00.

More sites in both the 31 and 87 Squadron camp areas
have now been identified; next task will be to mark them
with story boards.
Next gathering will be on the night of 11th & 12th
November to commemorate what Richard believes to be
the 75th anniversary of the last bombing raid on the
Australian mainland, when the 87 Squadron’s
Quartermasters’ Store was clobbered.
Terry Burke with Richard Luxton
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Letters to the Editor

Correspondence received
from Roy Hunt.

Dear Terry,
On behalf of Hal Hobson, thank you and members for the
25 year membership certificate. Hal was pleased to hear
from you and sends greetings and regards to you all.
Visiting your base and meeting you people was such a
special day and congratulations to everyone for continued
interest, dedication and hard work - a wonderful project.
We all appreciated your warm welcome and hospitality very interesting and appreciated by all four of us.

Not sure when your fees are due, will enclose cheque and
donation.
Regards
and
best
wishes
to
all
Sincerely Hal & Nancy Hobson. Jun 2018.

members,

Hal Hobson, 98, was a RAAF pilot in WW2. Pictured here
with his wife Nancy and daughter Rosemary.
(photo K. Mortimer).

Hal is still upright and well. He attended the recent Anzac
Day Service. (I enclose a picture from the local paper ).
Hal is the only WW2 veteran left in the Bellingen RSL,
doing well at 98 years 6months.
I'm still cooking and looking after him with some DVA
help. My eye sight has faded fairly quickly (glaucoma) so
please excuse this presentation - its nuisance value! - but
we plod along, go out a lot and enjoy life.
Married 68 years! Where is my medal and certificate?
Fortunately Hal is polite and good company - Recently
after a Chinese meal they handed out "fortune cookies"
so we all read out the captions inside for fun and Hal read
his "you will soon meet some one important" and he said
"that might be so - but I'm not in hurry"!
THE AUSSIE MOSSIE
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Gold Lapel Badges $5.00

Embroidered Caps $15.00
Light and dark blue suede peak caps:
* A52-600 motif embroidered
* MAAA across back
* Adjustable – one size fits all

Stubbie Holder $5.00

Tie $10.00
Navy Blue with stripes
* MAAA motif

Polo Shirts $35.00
Poly cotton with pocket:
* A52-600 motif with MAAA
embroidered on front
* Sizes – small, medium, large,
2XL and 3XL

T Shirts $20.00
Cotton with:
•

Please contact Eddie at:
info@aussiemossie.asn.au
The costs shown include postage & packaging
anywhere in Australia.
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A52-600 motif with MAAA
embroidered on front
•

* Sizes – small, medium,
large, 2XL and 3XL
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VALE

NEW MEMBERS

The Association is sad to announce the passing of the
following members since the last Bulletin was produced:

New members who have joined the Association since
the last bulletin:

•

Air Vice-Marshal J.C. (Sam) Jordan AO
(RAAF-Retired)

•

Scott Cunningham

•

Aaron Cunningham

•

Allan Beavis, Navigator, DFM

•

Colin Carati

•

Keith Chew, Leading Aircraftsman

•

Malcolm “Mac” Skinner, Flying Officer

Articles in this Bulletin have been faithfully reproduced and credit has been given to the
reference source where known. If any details are misrepresented or incorrect, please
contact the Editor who will makes amends in following publications.
"Disclaimer: The Mosquito Aircraft Association of Australia Inc. ("the Association") is a
privately funded charitable organisation which has no connection with any other body.
The views and opinions expressed in any article and/or publication by the Association are
those of the Association and/or its contributors, and not of the Department of Defence, the
RAAF Museum or any other body."
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